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Abstract: A metamaterial aperture antenna (MAA) that generates frequency-diverse radiation field
patterns has been introduced in the context of microwave wave imaging to perform compressive
image reconstruction. This paper presents a new metamateriapl aperture design, which includes two
kinds of metamaterial elements with random distribution. One is a high-Q resonant element whose
resonant frequency is agile, and the other one is a low-Q element that has a high radiation efficiency
across frequency band. Numerical simulations and measurements show that the radiation efficiency
of up to 60% can be achieved for the MAA and the far-field patterns owns good orthogonality, when
using the complementary electric-field-coupled (CELC) element and the complementary Jerusalem
cross (CJC) element with a random distribution ratio of 4 to 1, which could be effectively used to
reconstruct the target scattering scene.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, several physical platforms based on metamaterial aperture antennas (MAAs) have
been used to realize computational imaging, as shown in Figure 1. In general, all natural scenes can be
compressed on some basis. Scenes can be perfectly reconstructed with significantly fewer measurement
modes than the space bandwidth product (SBP) [1–3]. These measurement modes are composed of
radiated field patterns of the metamaterial aperture antenna (MAA) at different frequencies. For image
reconstruction schemes, which use an arbitrary set of measurement modes, it is essential that the modes
are as orthogonal to each other as possible [4] so that the correlation of the modes or field patterns is
small [5–7]. Since the measurement modes are indexed by frequency, the low correlation of field patterns
can be interpreted as far-field patterns with strong frequency diversity. Hence, to obtain a metamaterial
aperture that generates the frequency-agile far-field patterns that are as orthogonal as possible, elements
distributed on the aperture must have a strong resonance with a high Q-value. Other approaches to
frequency-diverse imaging have also been pursued, including multiply scattering structures, such as
mode-mixing cavities and dynamic metamaterial apertures [8–10]. Fractal models have been used to
design fractal antennas with very special properties: about one-tenth of a wavelength and a pre-fractal
geometrical configuration [11] could be used in metamaterial miniaturized technology, which is needed
for coherent imaging. The fractional signal, especially its geometrical interpretation, which gives a
powerful mathematical tool to model the most advanced concepts of modern physics, could help us to
build a simpler mathematical model of the relationship between the metamaterial aperture antenna and
its radiation feature, which will improve the speed of full-wave simulation [12]. The initial metamaterial
aperture which consists of numerous subwavelength-resonant radiators present a trade-off between the
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Q factor and radiation efficiency (each resonator distributed on aperture is assigned a resonant frequency
randomly selected from the bandwidth of operation) [13,14], and most of the power is radiated by the
elements closest to the feed, resulting in poor aperture efficiency.

In this paper, the correlation of far-field patterns for metamaterial apertures with different
modulations is analyzed, and a trade-off strategy between orthogonality of the far-field patterns and
radiation efficiency of the MAA is proposed. The metamaterial aperture is composed of complementary
electric-field-coupled elements (CELCs) [15] and complementary Jerusalem cross (CJC) [16] unit
cells. The CELC element is strongly resonant with frequency diversity, while the CJC unit cell
has high radiation efficiency across the frequency band. By analyzing the filling ratio of the two
different elements on the MAA, a relatively low correlation of the far-field patterns and high radiation
efficiency is obtained. MAAs with a 20 × 20 randomly distributed elements array are theoretically
analyzed in the frequency band from 33 to 37 GHz. Numerical simulations show that the radiation
efficiency of 60% can be achieved, which yields improved SNRs when using the complementary
electric-field-coupled (CELC) element and the CJC element with a random distribution ratio of 4 to 1
on the aperture. A prototype of the MAA with 120 × 120 randomly distributed elements whose total
size is 250 mm × 250 mm × 0.5 mm is fabricated to verify the effectiveness of the design and analysis
procedure, and to show that the measured far-field patterns across the frequency band from 33 to
37 GHz could be used to effectively reconstruct the target scene with scatterers.
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Figure 1. A metamaterial aperture illuminating a human target scene.

2. The Calculation for the Correlation of Far-Field Patterns of an MAA

In the context of compressed sensing, the measurement modes can be selected as the radiated
far-field patterns of the MAA in a given frequency range. Consider the measurement matrix H, which
corresponds to the frequency-diverse far-field patterns. H is an M × N matrix. M represents the
quantity of the measurement modes, which is equal to the number of the sampled frequency points.
N denotes the far-field pattern pixels at one frequency point, which is the product of the azimuth
angles and elevation angles. The matrix reconstruction metric is the average mutual coherence µg,
which is defined as follows [13].

Firstly, with the measurement matrix, the Gram matrix can be obtained [17,18]:

G = Hn
† Hn (1)

where the superscript † represents the conjugate transpose of the matrix, and Hn is the measurement
matrix H with normalized columns. The average mutual coherence is

µg =

∑
i 6=j

∣∣Gij
∣∣

N(N − 1)
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As pointed out by Lipworth et al. [13], an increase in the Q-factor of the element on the metamaterial
aperture causes µg to decrease, which indicates that less correlation between measurements represents
better orthogonality of the far-field patterns. Here, the frequency quality factor Q can be defined as

Q =
f0

2∆ f
(3)

where f 0 is the center operating frequency, and 2∆f represents the frequency range, which the amplitude
response decreases by 3 dB. Usually, when the operating frequency band is given, the center frequency
f 0 is fixed and the frequency interval ∆f could be changed by selecting different resonant elements with
varying frequency agility features. For the strongly resonant element with a high Q-value, its frequency
selectivity is good, which means the ∆f or the bandwidth is relatively small. By using this kind of
element on the MAA, frequency-agile field patterns with good orthogonality can be obtained. As a
result, the target scene can be perfectly reconstructed by utilizing a simple metamaterial aperture
antenna instead of mechanical scanning or antenna arrays.

Figure 2 shows the flow chart for calculation procedure of µg. Firstly, an MAA with randomly
distributed elements is designed. At each frequency point, the phase and amplitude responses of the
elements on the MAA can be obtained by numerical simulations. Next, the far-field patterns across the
frequency band can be calculated using array synthesis technology. Finally, far-field patterns form
the measurement matrix and the average mutual coherence µg can be obtained. Here we will focus
on the theoretical analysis for the variation of µg when the Q-factor of the resonant elements of the
MAA changes.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the µg analysis procedure.

3. An Analysis of Average Mutual Coherence µg

In order to obtain a set of frequency-diverse far-field patterns whose average mutual coherence
µg is low, it is essential that different amplitude and phase distributions on one metamaterial aperture
are realized at different frequencies from the point of antenna design. However, the strongly resonant
elements with frequency-agile responses both on amplitude and phase responses are not realistically
achievable. Hence, the phase and amplitude modulations of MAA are performed separately to analyze
the average mutual coherence µg of its far-field patterns.

For the phase modulation of MAA, the phase distribution on the aperture antenna varies when
frequency changes while the amplitude distribution on MAA is uniform. Here, 20 × 20 resonant
elements with varying phase responses at different frequencies are randomly distributed on the
metamaterial aperture antenna, which is analyzed by using array synthesis technology in the frequency
band from 33 to 37 GHz. The average mutual coherence µg of the far-field patterns of the MAA is
calculated using elements with varying Q-values (or ∆f ). When the ∆f of the elements is changed from
0.005 to 0.5 GHz, the calculated µg varies from 0.02 to 0.13, as shown in Figure 3.
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Similarly, for the amplitude modulation of MAA, the amplitude distribution on the aperture is
diverse at different frequencies, while the phase distribution on MAA is constant. And 20 × 20 resonant
elements with diverse amplitude responses in frequency are also distributed on the aperture randomly.
By changing ∆f, the average mutual coherence µg of the far-field patterns of the MAA is calculated.
When the bandwidth ∆f of the element is changed from 0.005 to 0.5 GHz, the calculated µg varies from
0.05 to 0.15. The comparison of µg between the phase and amplitude modulation is shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the calculated µg of phase modulation is slightly smaller than that
of amplitude modulation. When the bandwidth of the element becomes smaller, the average mutual
coherence becomes lower. However, the average mutual coherence becomes flat when ∆f is less than
0.005 GHz. It is worth mentioning that the average mutual coherence is irrelevant with respect to the
specific location of the center frequency, but it is relative to ∆f. It is common that, at higher operating
frequencies, such as the millimeter-wave frequency band, the resonant element often has a larger ∆f
(usually ≥0.1 GHz). Hence, it is much more difficult to design a resonant element with ∆f ≤ 0.1 GHz at
the millimeter-wave band, such as 35 GHz.

4. A Method of Improving the Radiation Efficiency of an MAA

In general, resonant elements with varying amplitude responses in frequency are realistically
achievable. Specifically, different amplitude distributions of the elements on an MAA are represented
by the varying radiation efficiencies on the aperture. However, there is a trade-off between the Q-factor
and the radiation efficiency of these elements [19]. Additionally, an increase in the Q-factor of the
element on the metamaterial aperture causes µg to decrease [13]. Hence, a trade-off between the
average mutual coherence µg and the radiation efficiency of the MAA must be made.

Usually the MAA is composed of all the strongly resonant elements, such as a CELC [15]. Figure 4
shows the radiation characteristic of a CELC element. The PMC (Perfect Magnetic Conductor)
boundary used here is meant to represent the periodic boundary condition that is used to model
an infinite metamaterial aperture antenna in practice. It can be seen that, when size parameters g
and l decrease, the resonant frequency of the CELC increases and the CELC element has an agile
radiation efficiency response across the frequency band. However, the element has a very low radiation
efficiency, with a peak value of approximate 50% and a bandwidth of ∆f ≈ 0.1 GHz. In this case, a low
Q-factor element can be introduced to increase the radiation efficiency without significantly destroying
µg. The CJC unit cell [16] is adopted, which has a low quality factor but a radiation efficiency that is
superior to that of the CELC element, as shown in Figure 5.

In this paper, the improved strategy of the MAA design is a combination of CELC and CJC
elements. However, the ratio of the CJC elements distributed on the aperture is crucial, which causes
a balance problem between the µg and the radiation efficiency of the antenna. To illustrate this,
we analyze the performances of the MAA with 20 × 20 elements, when the ratio of CJC elements
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changes from 0 to 50%. On the aperture, the CELC elements are used to generate frequency-diverse
field patterns. The CJC elements that are used to improve the radiation efficiency are placed on the
remaining part of the aperture with a certain ratio. Using a full-wave simulation tool, the radiation
efficiency of the CJC element is obtained in the frequency band from 33 to 37 GHz, as shown in
Figure 5b. It can be seen that the CJC element has a good radiation ability.
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Figure 5. (a) Top view of complementary Jerusalem cross (CJC) element with a unit cell size of 2 mm
and (b) a radiation efficiency of the element.

When the filling ratio of CJC elements on the MAA is changed from 0 to 50%, as shown in Figure 6,
the average mutual coherence µg will vary from 0.115 to 0.377, as shown in Figure 7a. The radiation
efficiency of the MAAs with different ratios of CJC elements is shown in Figure 7b. We can see in
Figure 7 that the increase in radiation efficiency causes µg to increase. As a result, to obtain a relatively
high radiation efficiency and a low µg, the ratio of CJC elements must be selected as 20% since its
radiation efficiency has been improved to around 60% and its capability of imaging reconstruction
approaches that of a metamaterial aperture without CJC elements.
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Thus, the prototype of a metamaterial aperture antenna, with 120 × 120 randomly distributed
CELC and CJC elements, whose total size is 250 mm × 250 mm × 0.5 mm was fabricated, measured,
and analyzed. The fabricated MAA consisted of 80% CELC elements and 20% CJC elements, as shown in
Figure 8b,c. The feed structure of the metamaterial aperture antenna is shown in Figure 8a below. The array
consists of four uniform feed structures. The feed structure contains one impedance matching capacitor
and four impedance matching inductive pins, and a coaxial feed pin is at the center of the structure.
The measurement was performed using near-field planar-scanning techniques and near-to-far-field
transformation [20]. The measured far-field patterns across the frequency band from 33 to 37 GHz are
shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the designed MAA has frequency-diverse far-field patterns.
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reconstructed by the fabricated MAA.

Since the capability of imaging reconstruction of the fabricated metamaterial aperture antenna is
explored based on the measured far-field data, the range of the target is in the far-field region. In this case,
since the dimension of the fabricated metamaterial aperture antenna is 250 mm × 250 mm × 0.5 mm,
and the center frequency is 35 GHz, the far-field region is r ≥ (2 × 0.25 m × 0.25 m)/λ0 = 14.5 m (λ0 is
the wavelength at the center frequency in free space). As a result, the true target is assumed to be 15 m
away from the metamaterial aperture antenna.

The capability of imaging reconstruction of the new proposed metamaterial aperture antenna
was determined based on simulated targets at the present stage [21]. As for larger targets, we also
employed a simulated metal sheet target to validate the capability of imaging reconstruction of the
new proposed MAA, as shown in Figure 10 below. In Figure 10, we can see that the measured far-field
data could be used to reconstruct the location and shape of the metal sheet more precisely, but not
perfectly. Going forward, more practical experiments with a more precise reconstruction of larger
targets will be crucial.
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6. Conclusions

A new metamaterial aperture antenna (MAA) composed of two kinds of metamaterial elements
with random distribution was proposed, designed, and measured to perform compressive image
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reconstruction. One element has a high Q-value with an agile frequency response, and the other
element has a relatively low Q-factor and has a high radiation efficiency. The orthogonality of the
far-field patterns and the improvement in the radiation efficiency of the MAA were theoretically
analyzed. Numerical simulations and measurements show that the radiation efficiency of the MAA can
achieve 60%, and the far-field patterns have good orthogonality; the MAA can therefore be effectively
used to reconstruct scenes with target scatterers when using the complementary electric-field-coupled
(CELC) element and the complementary Jerusalem cross (CJC) element with a random distribution ratio
of 4 to 1. Moreover, the proposed MAA can be effectively used for coherent computational imaging.
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